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1.0 Summary

A trial was conducted on the AReO British Limited (ABL) operated
Thames Alpha gas gathering platform to evaluate the accuracy and
performance of a multi-path USM (UltraSonic Meter) downstream of a
production separator and in series with a orifice plate metering station.
Throughout the trial the test meter performed without failures of any
kind and demonstrated a very high degree of accuracy and
repeatability.
The success of this trial has permitted the use of USM's on two new
ABL operated platforms, Trent & Tyne, that are due on stream during
September 1996.
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Glossary of Terms •

2.Q Introduction

This report details the USM trial conducted on the Thames platform.
(Please note that at the beginning of the trial the meter manufacturer
was Stork Servex b.v. however during the course of the trial the
company has changed names and is now known as Instromet
Ultrasonic Technologies)

During the design phase of the Trent and Tyne platforms it became
apparent that technology had progressed enough to enable ultrasonic
metering (USM) to bid alongside more traditional orifice plate metering
systems and that USM met fully the high accuracy needs of allocation
metering.

Indeed, the benefits of USM soon became so obvious that, unless
contractually instructed to use orifice plate metering, ARCO would not
have been acting as a reasonable and prudent operator if it had not
have chosen USM. The cost savings to ARCO and its partners in
providing a far more compact metering station that would require far
less maintenance over its orifice plate counterpart fully justified the
decision to choose USM. Coupled with the superior diagnostics of the

USM

ABL
MAG

AGA·8

S500
S1000
SCI
PCS
EAGLES
Swirl Path

Single Path

Msm3
mmscf

Ultrasonic Meter - In this case the multi path ultrasonic
meter manufactured by Instromet Ultrasonics bv.
ARCO British Limited
ABL Metering and Allocation Group based at Gt
Yarmouth.
American Gas Association Transmission Measurement
Committee Report Number 8, for the determination of
Compressibility and Supercompressibilty for Natural Gas
and other Hydrocarbon Gases.
Spectra-Tek Limited flow computer for USM's
Spectra-Tek Limited metering database.
Rosemount Supervisory Computer Interface
Rosemount Production Control System - Series 3
East Anglian Gas & Liquid Evacuation System
Double bounce ultrasonic path unique to the Instromet
Q·Sonic USM
Single bounce ultrasonic path unique to the Instromet
Q-Sonic USM
One Million Standard Cubic Meters
One Million Standard Cubic Feet

•

•
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• USM, that allows for remote (from the beach) interrogation of the
meters to monitor performance and reliability, and the option of being
able to have the whole meter sent away and check calibrated by an
internationally traceable test centre all adds to the "feel-good" comfort
factor that USM provides over orifice plate metering.

As part of the Trent- & Tyne DTI design approval process, the ARCO
Metering & Allocation Group (MAG) have purchase a 12" Instromet Q-
Sonic 5-path ultrasonic meter in advance of Trent & Tyne coming on
line and placed it in series with an existing orifice plate metering station
on the ARCO Thames Alpha platform (downstream of the production
separator and upstream of the orifice plate metering station). This
meter has provided MAG with valuable information as to how USM's
perform in an offshore environment and, perhaps more importantly,
how USM's compare with a traditional orifice plate metering system.

•
3.0 Trial Programme on Thames.

(Comparison of USM's against orifice plate meters.)

•

The measurement philosophy for the Trent and Tyne Fields
Development specifies the use of multi-path ultrasonic flow meters for
the gas allocation measurement. As yet this technology is relatively
untried to the standard required for fiscal or allocation gas
measurement, particularly in the UK sector of the offshore oil & gas
industry. (However, NMI and PTa approval for the meter has been
received for custody transfer metering). A 12" multi-path ultrasonic
meter was installed on the Thames Alpha Platform on the Weiland
Pipeline System reception metering station to carry out accuracy tests
in comparison with an existing fiscal standard, gas orifice
measurement station which was' designed and is operated in
accordance with Dept. Trade & Industry guidelines and ISO 5167. The
only departure from ISO 5167 being that for the use of orifice plates
with drain holes.
The Thames Alpha platform is located in block 49/28 of the North Sea
and the Weiland platform in block 53/4a. The not-normally-manned
Weiland platform exports it's gas and liquids via the Weiland Pipeline
System (16" diameter, 17.5 km) to the Thames Alpha platform for
minimal processing, metering, compression & dehydration before
entering the Thames Pipeline System for transportation to the Phillips
Petroleum Company (PPCO) operated terminal at Bacton in Norfolk.



Typical Gas Composition

N2 4.49 % Max pressure 90 barG
CO2 0.48 % Min pressure 22 barG
C1 90.21 % Max temperature 20 degC
C2 3.34 % Min temperature 8 degC
C3 0.83 %
C4 0.35 %
C5 0.12 %
C6 0.18 % •

(Fig 1) A process schematic of the Weiland gas from well extraction to
import at the PPCo terminal. •
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The process conditions experienced throughout the trial were as
follows:

Typical water to gas (WGR) and condensate to gas (CGR) ratios pre-
separation are as follows:-

WGR
CGR

7092 kg/Msm3
7489 Litres/Msm3

1.24 BBLS/mmscf
1.31 BBLS/mmscf

Furthermore, an analysis was carried out of the gas at the conditions
prevailing at the gas chromatograph 1st stage let down to determine
the amount of water vapour present in the flowing gas. The quantity of
water in flowing gas was then calculated. The results were 2150
kg/Msm3 or 0.38 BBLS/mmscf.
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• The tests carried out have allowed comparison of the different
measurement techniques under a wide range of flow conditions.
Additional tests provided information on the meter's operation in the
event of process problems and instrument failures, specific to the
operation of ultrasonic meters.

The tests can be broken down to four distinct parts; onshore
calibration, offshore accuracy monitoring, offshore operational checks
and an additional post test program.

•
The meter under test was a 12" Instromet Ultrasonic Technologies
Q.Sonic 5-path ultrasonic flow meter. This has been installed in series
with the Weiland Pipeline System (WPS) metering station located on
the Thames Alpha platform. The meter was installed on the 18th
September 1995 after onshore calibration of the meter took place at
Ruhrgas's test centre in Dorsten - Germany on the 11th September
1995.

Due to initial commissioning problems encountered with the flow
computer and coupled with an extended period of zero nominations
from the buyer of the gas, the trial did not formally commence until the
5th November 1995.

Because this technology is relatively untried in high accuracy gas
measurement applications, there are no recognised standards or
guide-lines to assist in the installation and operation of meters of this
type. Arco British Ltd have prepared a guide-line to the installation and
operation of multi-path ultrasonic flow meters. The tests have been set
up in accordancewith the methods detailed in this document.

• 3.1 OnshOreTests

Prior to the meter being installed on Thames platform, it was calibrated
and tested at an approved onshore test facility. The calibration was
carried out at six flow rates with process conditions of 50.6 barA and
14.8 degC. At the two lowest flowrates (160 & 250m3/hr) six repeat
runs were performed and for all other flowrates only three repeat runs
were performed.

The results of the pre-trial calibration can be viewed in Figure 2. As
can be seen the repeatability and accuracy of the meter was well
within the manufacturer's stated limits.

After the meter had been calibrated across its flow range, one of the
transducers located in a single path and one located in a swirl path
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were swapped around. The calibration run was then repeated at two of •
the flowrates, 160 & 1000m3/hr. Three repeat runs were carried out at
these two flowrates and no shift in accuracy could be detected.

(Fig 2) Pre trial calibration at Dorsten
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The post trial calibration at Dorsten in Germany was intended to
evaluate whether there was any potential long term drift in the
accuracy of the meter. The meter was removed from the platform
during our annual shutdown. Strict instuctions were issued to ensure
that, under no circumstance were the transducers to be removed or
touched in any way.
To my surprise, when I arrived in Germany with Instromet to witness
the re-calibration, we found that every transducer cable had been cut.
To make matters worse, the cables had been cut at the point of entry
to the transducer housing.
To try to rescue this part of the trial, the transducers were carefully
labelled to ensure that a record of which slot and what orientation each
were in. Instromet then manufactured some special new glands and
repaired the transducers. The transducers were then refitted to the
spool piece and the re-calibration was conducted on the 23rd July
1996. (Instromet confirmed that as a result of the repairs no effect on
the accuracy would be detected.) The subsequent calibration results
were obtained. - see figure 3.

•



.

• (Fig 3) Post trial calibration at Dorsten.
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• As can been seen, there is an approximated shift of + 0.35% from the
original calibration carried out during September 1995. Whilst this size
of shift is still within the design accuracy of the meter, it remains to be
seen whether the shift is systematic or random. After discussions with
the manufacturer, it would appear that this size of shift is not
uncommon, however, in their experience , the shift can be positive or
negative.
Obviously, with the data available to date, I cannot justify not sending
the meters away for re-calibration on an annual basis. Only by
monitoring the result of repeat calibration over the next year or two can
we confirm the need or otherwise of annual calibrations.

(Fig 4) Pre & Post trial calibrations at Dorsten combined.
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The control electronics for the ultrasonic meterare field mounted at the
meter with cabling for power, frequency flow signal, data valid signal
and serial diagnostics link run to the control room. Cabling from the
temperature and pressure instruments have also been run to the
control room.

•

3.2 Offshore Installation of Trial Meter •
The meter was installed on Thames platform, upstream of the WPS
fiscal metering station. The installation was carried out in accordance
with the ARCO British ltd "Code of Practice for Multi-Path Ultrasonic
Flow Meters", Revision 1 May 1995. A copy of which has been
submitted to the BSI panel on Ultrasonic Flowmeters[CPL'30'S'1].

The meter run consists of a straight pipe length for 10 diameters
upstream and 5 diameters downstream of themeter spool the pressure
measurement instrument installed and a further 1 diameter
downstream the temperature element was installed.The pipeworkwas
not lagged. See Appendix A3 for detailed pipeworkconfiguration.

A Spectra-Tek S500, ultrasonic meter flow computer takes the
frequency input from the USM, together with temperature, pressure
from field mounted transmitters and density from WPS Stream 1 flow
computer to calculate and totalise actual volume flow and mass flow.
Please refer to Figure 6 for full details of the instrumentation set up.

WPS gas orifice stream 1 flow computer has had its configuration
modified to give a 4-20 mA output for gas calculated density. (The
density being detenmined from on-line gas chromatograph and using
AGA8 - 1985 equation of state). This has been input to the ultrasonic
flow computer via a Protech input isolator to enable the calculation of •
mass flow. The sensitivity of WPS gas density to differences in
temperature and pressure between the ultrasonic meter run and WPS
gas stream 1 has been closely monitored and it has been felt that no
off-line correction of the density is necessary.

PageS •
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• Figure 5 (A&B) below shows a typical daily profile of the two metering
stations pressures and temperatures.

(Fig Sa)
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(Fig 6) Instrumentation and data logging schematic.
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Secondary instrumentation and the flow computer fitted to the •
ultrasonic flow meter run have been calibrated monthly as part of the
normal maintenance routines. The procedures implemented have been
as for the fiscal metering station calibration routines. An additional
procedure was developed to enable the calibration of the flow
computer frequency input and calculations of flowrates.

Offshore performance testing of the meter has been carried out in two
parts. For the initial period of three months, testing has been restricted
to monitoring the accuracy of flow measurement by the meter. This
then continued for the second period but during this time additional
tests specific to the operation of ultrasonic meterswere carried out.

3,3 Performance Tests

/

3.3.1 Accuracy Comparison

The metered throughput of the ultrasonic flow meter has been
compared at half hourly and daily intervals with the total metered
throughput of the WPS gas orifice metering system.Comparisons have
been made on a total mass and actual volume basis.

Separator levels and Condensate process data have been recordedto
enable any correlation between variance in system performance with
changes in process conditions to be investigated.

A typical example of the daily data recorded is provided in Appendix
A1.

3.3.2 Meter Recovery from Liquid Contamination

•
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•
1) During one week of the test the chromatograph used on the

WPS metering station was out of action due to liquid
contamination·. In fact· the chromat was completely flooded
following a large increase in nomination for the Weiland field.
For the previous 4 months the gas flow rate through the system
had been very low and excessive liquid build up had occurred in
the inter field pipeline.

Although not deliberately planned, this test has been carried out
successfully on at least three occasions:-

•

•

•

With the increase in nomination and subsequent increase in
gas velocity a lot of the excess liquid was carried into the WPS
separator. The separator was unable to cope with the large
intake of liquids and liquid carry over occurred into the meter
tubes.

As the gas chromatograph is the highest point within the whole
of the orifice and USM metering systems it is safe to assume
that very large quantities of liquid were present for a short time
in the USM.

2) On a separate occasion, whilst observing the USM diagnostics
in the office, it was noticed the average performance value of
the transducers had fallen from 100% down to 85%. This loss in
performance (but apparently not accuracy) was directly
attributed to a high high water level in the WPS separator and
subsequent liquid carry over.

Once the level was lowered the performance of the transducers
immediately retumed to 100%.
(Note: Performance value in this instance is an indication ot the
number of pulses of ultrasound received compared to those
transmitted by a pair of transducers.)

3) On the 5th January 1996, again whilst observing the USM
diagnostics in the office, it was noticed that the average
performance value of the transducers had fallen from 100% to
around 85%.

Initial enquiries with the Control Room Operators revealed that
the separator levels were healthy. However, after inspection of
the sight glasses on the side of the separator, a condensate
level of 100%was found, as can be seen in Figure 7 below.
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(Fig 7) Trend showing separator levels on Contract day 5th Jan 1996. •

(Fig 8) Mass totals of USM versus orifice plate system every half hour
for Contract day 5th Jan 1996.
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Whilst the performance was reduced, interrogation of the
individual transducer performance levels was carried out. It was
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• found that transducer pairs 1, 3, 4 & 5 were all at 100% but pair
number 2 was around 35%. Pair number 2 is a swirl path pair
that out of all the transducers bounces nearest the bottom of the
spool.

The performance of transducer pair number 2 was monitored as
the separator level-was brought down and the effect was noticed
immediately.

•

Some conclusions to be drawn from this is that the USM is capable of
detecting liquid content travelling along the pipe without apparent loss
in accuracy. (See Figure 8). It has also been useful in monitoring the
effectiveness of our production separators.
An orifice plate system (particularly without drain holes) would be
building up this liquid content and manual intervention would be
required to drain the orifice fittings upstream of the plate, thereby
increasing the measurement error.

3,3,3 Additional Testing

During the second period, a number of tests specific to the operation of
ultrasonic meters were carried out as follows:

Effect of Path Failure on Measurement Accuracy

••
This test verified the effect that the failure of an individual pair of
transducers would have on measurement accuracy. Each pair of
transducers were isolated (to simulate transducer failure) individually
for a period of at least one week. The change in system difference was
monitored to identify the effect on measurement accuracy of a path
failure and show any differences between the effect of failure by the
single and double (swirl) reflection chords.

(Fig 9) Effects of single path simulated failures
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•
The effects of individual single path pair failures demonstrated that the
meter continued to perform to within +/- 1% of the orifice plate system.
Unfortunately by the time we got round to deliberately failing all single
path transducers the flowrates had dropped Significantlyand the errors
appeared to increase. However, as can be seen from Figure 11, these
sort of errors are not untypical for the very small f10wrates
encountered. Remember, the differences are of percentage reading.
My overall conclusions about failures of single paths are that no
significant measurement errors are likely to be encountered and
therefore change-out of faulty transducers can be arranged to coincide
with planned visits to the platform. Given the fact that the Trent &
Tyne platforms will be not-normally-manned, this has proved to be a
very valuable evaluation. •The effects of simulated failure of swirl paths produced a different set
of results. (See figure 10). Generally, whether one or both paths were
switched off the results showed an under measurement of
approximately 1 - 1.5 %.
After consultation with Instromet Ultrasonic BV. , they confirmed that
the electronics would automatically switch off a "good" pair of swirl
paths if it detected the other pair had failed.
Obviously, should we encounter a swirl path failure with either of the
Trent & Tyne meters we need to consider carefully how quickly we
need to get out and make repairs.
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• Should we be in a position that no spare transducers are available, it
should be possible to use a single path pair for a swirl path as all the
transducers are identical and interchangeable.

(Fig 10) Effects of double (swirl) path simulated failures
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Effect of On-Site Transducer Replacement

Unfortunately it is was operationally impractical with the test meter to
change out or swap around one of the transducers.

3,4 Data Logging and Analysis• All the data for the above tests (with the exception of some high level
diagnostics) were logged onshore via the Rosemount PCS system.
This data has been logged on an half hourly basis on a personal
computer via an SCI link from the PCS. (See figure 5). The data was
then transferred daily via a floppy disk to an "Microsoft Excel"
spreadsheet to enable the data to be trended and analysed.

The analysis of data was carried out daily by onshore metering
personnel. This has enabled any adjustment to the test procedures to
be carried out quickly.

The data logged and analysed via the PCS is as follows:

Data Source Description
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The primary comparison made using the data supplied is of total
measured mass throughput by each method. •

USM FlolN Computer Mass Total tonnes •Pressure barg
Temperature Oc
Density kglm3
Pressure barg
Temperature °c
Mass Flow Rate Uhr
Std Volume Flow Rate ksm31hr
Station Mass Total tonnes
Mass Total tonnes
Water & Cond.level %

Stream Flow Computers
(data for each stream)

WPS Database
WPS Prod. Condensate
WPS Separator

Additional high level diagnostic data has -been available onshore and
offshore from the ultrasonic meter controller via an RS485 serial link.
This has provided invaluable information on the operation of individual
transducers as well as specific process data such as flow velocity and
fluid speed of sound.

3,5 Q,Sonic Diagnostics Link

This link can provide measurement and process data as well as
additional diagnostic data.

It was intended that the following parameters would be logged, as a
minimum, on a daily basis by interrogation of the Q.sonic diagnostics:

- Automatic Gain Control (AGC) Level for each transducer pair.

- AGC Limit for each transducer pair.

- Measured flow velocity •- Measured fluid speed of sound.

and that during the additional meter operational checks, these readings
would be logged at a greater frequency.

However, it was found that this was not serving any real purpose.
Taking daily spot readings of vas and transducer performance was
not truly representative and it is felt that a more automated system of
logging was required such as continuous logging of individual
transducer performance and calculated vas together with averaged
transducer performance and averaged calculatedvas.
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• During the development of the metering database for Trent & Tyne
automatic monitoring will be built into the database functionality with
alarms to warn the operator in the event that a transducer is potentially
failing.

4.0 Analysis of Results Obtained from Trial.

Refer back to Section 2.4 for details of the data that was logged every
half an hour:

•
At the end of each day all the data has been transferred to disk for
importing into an Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Once this spreadsheet
has been generated, the various data sets are trended and charts
produced daily. The daily mass total of the USM and the orifice plate
system together with the days average line density are then input into a
separate spreadsheet (USM_MASS.xls) for day by day monitoring of
percentage errors between the two systems. For the purposes of this
trial the errors stated refer to the difference between the gross volume
total of the USM against that of the orifice plate system and have been
calculated using the following formula:

(USM Actual vol. (m3/hr) - Orifice Actual vol. (m3/hr)) x 100 % (Eq 1)

Orifice Actual vol. (m3/hr)

•
The results have been monitored using a number a trends.
Firstly, using the results of equation (1) above and plotting these
results using a scatter diagram as illustrated in Figure 11 below:

(Note: Data from the trial obtained during some of the additional testing such as
deliberate failure of transducer has been excluded from these results.)

(Fig 11) Daily percentage differences.
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From Figure 11 above it can be seen that the results obtained
generally fall between +1- 1% once away from the lower volumes. It
was felt to be a useful exercise to trend these differences on the same
chart as that of the flowrates.
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The following two figures (Figures 12 & 13) show the difference
between the two metering system against flowrate:

(Fig. 12) Difference in terms of actual volume flows.
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(Fig 13) Difference in terms ofmass flows.
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The following chart (Figure 14) is a Gaussian normal distribution of the
results obtained. For reference, the mean value obtained was +0.8519,
one standard deviation was 2.1751 and a 95% confidence level of
0.373 was also calculated.

(Fig 14) Gaussian distribution of results.
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The following eight bar charts (Figure 15.1 - 15.8) show the day-by-day
differences between the two metering systems. :
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•
Figure 15.4
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•
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Figure 15.5
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• Figure 15.7 May 1996
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Data for the following days has not been included: •7th November 1995 - No production.

24th - 28th December 1995 inclusive - Stream 1 mistakenly taken off-
line. (The USM flow computer uses the density supplied by the flow
computer.)

14th - 20th January 1996 - S500 flow computer failure due to circuit
board component failure.

On some occasions minor alterations to the WPS orifice readings have
been implemented as a result of plant operators not opening or closing
orifice plate streams quick enough after changes in production rates.
(See figure 16).As the USM is a single stream it never misses any flow,
however the orifice plate systems utilises four streams and relies on
operator intervention to select the appropriate number of streams. •
An example of this is given in Figure 16 below:

(Fig 16) Example of effects of not opening orifice streams in time.
M••• Totals

,- --,60.0

\
'-

laUSM Mass • Orifice Meter Mass I 50.0

40.0

"'.0

10.0

During the trial numerous problems were encountered with the 51000
database. One of the most common faults was that the outputs driven
by the database to the PCS would on some occasions be very erratic.
On these days only the end of day totals have been used and the data
logged by the PCS has been ignored.

Afterthe new flow computer was installed on the 20th January a full set
of calibrations were carried out. During this time it was noticed that the
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• density displayed on Stream 1 flow computer did not match exactly that
of the USM flow computer. The Protech input isolator was found to be
in need of adjusting. After adjustment the density input to the USM
matched exactly that of Stream 1 through the range.

For all remainingdays the errors are as recordedwith no adjustments.

5.0 Conclusions.

•

As can be seen quite clearly from the Scattergram (Fig 9) and the
trend of errors reported each day, the USM has demonstrated
repeatable and accurate results. From the initial start date through to
the 13th January (pre density input calibration) the average error, or
rather difference of reading between the two types of meters, was
+0.9264 %. The average difference of reading after the density input
calibration was +0.7802 %. The overall average of the results obtained
(excluding periods of deliberate simulated transducer failures ) was
+0.8506 %.

The overall average percentage difference of reading of all the results
obtained was +0.3538 %.
(It is comforting to know that our orifice plate metering systems are so
accurate !)

Apart from the accuracy of the results, some of the other benefits !
conclusions to be drawn so far are as follows:-

•
The USM has proved to be more reliable and versatile than its orifice
plate counterpart. Its ability to detect liquids travelling along the spool
pipe with apparently no loss in accuracy is an excellent feature that
orifice plate systems cannot compete with as illustrated in BSI 1042
Part 1 Section 1.5 Guide To The Effects of Departure From Conditions
Specified in Section 1.1

The comprehensive remote diagnostic tools enables the user to carry
out detailed examination of the performance of individual transducer
pairs from remote (onshore) locations.

The reduced maintenance ! calibrations associated with an USM
system (no need for DP cell or orifice calibrations! inspections of
multiple streams) contributes to reducing the number of personnel
exposed to working offshore.

The amazing 100:1 turn down ratio and built in redundancy enables
metering stations to consist of little more that a single USMand a short
upstreamamd downstream spool piece.



The ability of the meters to be upgraded with minimal costs in years to
come by having revised software uploaded or new transducers or new
circuit boards fitted contributes to a far more flexible metering system.

•
The long term evaluation into the issue of whether the meters need to
be re-calibrated each year has yet to be concluded. More data and
results are needed, however, initial results look positive.

6.0 Future Trials

The trial involving the comparison of the USM against the orifice plate
system downstream of separation has now finished. The meter
purchased to carry out the trial has been retained and re-located
upstream of separation. A new trial is now underway to evaluate the
performance and accuracy of the meter on three phase wet gas. The
meter has been placed upstream of the Thames field Production •
Separator, again on the Thames Alpha platform.
We know from the previous trial that the meter is capable of detecting
free liquids within the pipe spool, we should be able to use this
information and use the various paths as level detectors within the
spool and try to compensate the gas flow rateaccordingly.
A process schematic of the three phase trial is provided below.

(Fig 16) Three Phase Ultrasonic Trial

THAMES ALPHA PLATFORM

GAS TO

"'"

•
THAMES GAS FIELD
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A further trial will be commencing with the two Trent & Tyne meters to
evaluate the calculated line density from velocity of sound from the
USM and comparing this density with that of the gas chromat I AGA8
route. The metering database developed for the Trent & Tyne
metering has the ability to continuously monitor and log both calculated
densities.

I look forward to sharing the results of these new trials in the near
future. Watch this space !!!!!!!!

Instromet Ultrasonics BV: for their efforts in repairing the
transducers damaged by the platform staff and
in rescuing the evaluation into the long term
accuacy of the meter.

And finally, to all those who provided very constructive feedback to my
Preliminary Report (date 6th February 1996), in particular Jacques
Agricola (NAM)

•
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AppendixA1

Example of Dally Data Logged During Trial

•
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AppendixA2

Full List of Results
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Mea.ured USM Commento
•• ~ Results obtained during normal operation

•••~ R.sulls obtained during d.llberate failure of transducers
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· :iTi12/95 37:3· 312'{'i ·..31'1·ii:'3 ·..'34s'i':o 3479':2 ii:'1'090 · ·..3:7'935 ..· ·3:4'000 .
·····..0·1';6·i/96 ··39:3' ··..305:4:8 ·..3045:9 ·3'2<if:3 j'23'f:ii ii:2922 9:«34 ii:9'oiiii .
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06/01/96 S2.0 2720.3 2694.9 2179.0 2156.6 0.9425 20.3457 25.4000 Liquids present in meter tubes - Separator levels not wor~in9
correctly'07;oT;iiii ····45:0·····2748:ii ·········2743:3"··..·..2~:6 ·2539:6 ..·· ···..···ii-:2ii,11"··································6:1843 ·······5:8·000 .

····os;01Ris· .. ·4ii:G '270'3:7 ·········2702:7· ····2'318'::; ":"2317:6 ·..· ii:0310 ················ii:8576 ········1:o·oiio ..
·······09iiifiii6 ··············4&:7 ·······258'ii:5 "'2595:5 "'2359:ii ·····2357':9 ··················ii:·0307 · ·..0:9'1'2ii ················'·:OOiio .
·······fii;oil96 ·········53:2 ····2613:3 ······240ii:O ··@iifo·Tii5G:l·········ii:Gl2's ·· · ·i·i·:s·606 ..·..· 1'5:30iiii iiiiPs·i5iiia'iiasi!·iaiiTiioiiiaifofijiiy:.eepii;;iO'~is············· .
....··..iTiii'i/96 ···············:46:7 ········29:219········28'93:0 "2S0Sjj"25iio:o ······To335 ···········..20:0'646 ·..· · ·z'ii:s·ooiiiiiiPiraataiiaseii·iiiiiii!ms·aiiini~iiidSijeiea.d················... .
·· ·iZio·i·iiiii · ·'..· 50:2 269:4:2 ··..·····26·5ii::4····2238':4 ····2208:7 ···········(3487 ········2'9:7434············3"5:0·000 i:iii·liids·deiii·cteifiigiiYii ·..···························........ .
·······1'3;o·iliiii ·············..46:6 ..·..·..260·5:ii · 26·60:8· ·2300.·;- ":"ii8f;- ·············0:8343················ ·········'19:0'318 ·······22:2'00ii .
····14;oiI96 ··················0:9264 . Fi;;w·~o,,;:;p;:;ie~~;.············..·········..···..··· ··..·..· .
"fs;oi/iiii .. Fi;;wco,;:;piit.~·~i~································ ..·..··..· .

·······16iCHRiii i=iiiw·eompiit.,·iii;;····································· .
······17';oT;96 .. . i'iiiw·ciiiTiiiiiT.,·iiis·····································............ .
·····..';aioTi96 . f·low·computej- ..u;s· · · · ····················· .
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. "21;01;96 ···············41:4 d2iil0:ii ·······2920:0 ·······2826·.·4 .dd2835.'6 ·················:0:-326·2 ··············~9:mO ··············~ii::2'OooiiiiPs·maSSi,;;;;;dETCTi:i·;;iailase·jirO'iiie;;;·s· .. ················· .
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09/02196 42.7 2618.0 2625.8 2553.6 2561.2 -0.2971 ·7.6081 ·7.8000 USMadjusted slightly (0';glnaI2670.9 tel·······10io2"i96 ···············"43:9 ········2498:0 ·········2501:9" ·······2·37ii"."ii·····237"3:7 ················~0~i·5S9 ··············::3:7002 ··············::3:ii·ooo .

·······hio2"i96 ···············"40:7 ········259·3:4 ·········2iHo:2" ·······2·653":8 ·····267"1":0 ·················:0·."643"6 ············:·1'7':1910 ············:"1·6:8"000 .
······12i02/96 ···············"40:0 ········273·3:7 ·········2750:2" ·······2·84';-:5 ·····2864:7 ·················:0:·600·0 ············:i·H871 ············:"1"6:5000 .
······T3io2"i96 ················:;3:9 ·······"23"42:4 ·········23"55:6 ·······2·882·03 ···..2898:5 ·················:0:·560"4 ············:"1·ii:2424 ············:1'3:2000 i5iitaiiiiso·e·;;o·,·w;;iiii·.tart·io,·sp.Ci,ii:iek··i"(ii··loiir···· .
···· ..·i"4i02/96 ················:;2:8 ········1"iio"i":ii·········1ii·04:4 ·······2418":7 ·····2422:0 ·················:0:-1"38·5 ··············:3:3"Oii6 ··············:2:6·000 ···r·················································· .
·······lSi02/ii6 ················27:ii· ········i·3ii"ii:l 13"61:2 ·······2042:ii ·····2036:2 ··················iHiiiis ················ii:8"339 ···············"3:9·000 .
····..··isi02/96 ···············27:9 ·······"213"5:3 ·········21"22:8"···· ..·3"1"94·:1'······3i"7S:1' ··················0·:ii983 ··············1'ii:9975 ·············"1"2:7000 piiii1·1'ii··oi.CCiii.Cied···································· .
······lfi02/96 ···············3&:5 ········H6"9:3 ·········2172:3 ··..···2"478·.·4 24ii'1':8 · ·:0:13"81 .
..··..··isi02/96 ..·..· · 38:6· · ·..214"3:4 ..··..·..2"1·5ii:2" ·2'313'6 ..·..2327':4- _· ·:0:5935 .. .
..·..·T§io2/96 ·3:H 1"987:2 ·..19'91:0 ·2·S79'.'ii ·2584:ii· · :O:1909 ...
·······20io2/96 · ··..··· 25:8 2016:5 ·20·2ii:7 ·3"1'31·03..·..31·soy _ :O:501'4 ..
·..·..·2'1'io2/96 · 27:"4 ··i·50"4:3 ·15·i'3:4 ·2·290':6 ·2"304X _ :O:601'3 ..
·..····22io2/ii6 _ - No·diii.·avaYiiiiii;; ·· · .
·..·.. 2'ji02/96 ·..·..34:4· ·..·i·875:1 ·1ii'i·;i:'s ·2'273:6 232{4· _ :2:05iio NoT'CCiii·iiiiCi.if:·No:foisCCiii·iiiiCieCi · · ..
··..···24io2"i96 ·..··..·..·· :;8:::; 2iiWi · 26·:;6:"1· ·2"1'12'.·5 ·2"839:4-· ·· :2:3558 , .
·····2·sio2'i96 ·..·..· :;4:2' ..· i84'2:4 ·..··18·72:8" ·2'243":5 ..·..2"280':6- · ..· :i-:ii232 , .
·..··..2sio2/96 · ·..:;7:8' ·262"6:ii ···2ii'87:0 · 2"695·03 2"962:1;· ·· ..·· ..· ..·:2:2702 , .
· 2·ji02/96 · ·..:;7:1· H2fii ·..·· ..·21'55:7' ·..2388'0 ·2420y · :Ci3i'4 ..
·..··..:i·8i02l96 :;7:7 2591':ii · ·..·2660:2' ··2·871"6 ·2940X· · · _ :2:541"ii .
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··· ..ii3io3/96 · 38:2 · ·2670:8 ·..26·94:8 ·..2'916:9 · 2943:1" ·..· _ :O:89'ii6 .. .
·..·..·o4io3i96 · ·:;0:0 ··225'9:9 ·..22"76:6 ·3'1'57':5 ·31'60:5- - :0:1336 .. , .
··..·..osiii3i96 24:0 1'184:7 ·11'90:9" ·2·052"6 ·2063y · _ :O:52'06 ..
....·..OSi03/96 ·..32:6 im:ii ·1141:0 ..· ·1452"6 ·T456:ii- _ :O:27i'7 ..
·..··..ih;io3iiiii ·3:U · ·236'3:8 ·23"ii1:'9· ···2·88ii':0 ·2910T ·..·_ :O:7s99 ..
·..· ..o·8io3i96 ·..40:0 267'6:2 ·21'20:4 ·2·7ii'1':7 ·2ii33:ii- ·_ :{6248 No3·CCi;:;ii.CieCi·~·No·4·i5isCCi·iiiieCieCi ·..· ..
···.. ·o9io3';96 3'8:5 267'8:5 ·2745:2 ·..2"891':9 ·2970:0- · ·_ :2:4297 ..
···..·..ioiii3/96 ·· :;6:3· 248'7':7 ·26'25:0 ·..2953.'2 3'09s:1" ..·..· _ :5:2305 .. susp·eci'ii"iig.·;-i,oub'i"·oii ..pi;;ifoiiii · .
····..·i·i·iii3'i96 ..·· ··39:5 2457:6 ·251'ii:8' ·..259·(5 ·2647:6- _ :2:1'1'50 .
··..·..iii03/96 · ·..·:;H ·258'i':6 ..· 2846:1' ·2·805·:5 ·2875:6- _ :2:437'5 .. .
······i·jio3/96 ·..·..:;0:7' ·..· 45'8:1 ·4·60:6 ·..622"0 6:15:4- _ ·..·:0:5428 .
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14103196 38.9 382.2 437.5 409.5 468.8 ·lZ.6400 Su!paet finger trouble on platform
........i5io3/9fi ..··..········41:0' ········21314 ·····21S2:0····216if7··Hiis:5-·························- ··..·..···~;OO'43 iiioTco;;·nAet.ir~ljo5"[ii.co·n;;eCie,r······················· .
....·..,0;03/96 ..·..,·..·..·..4j:l ········253·j]i ·········2§·54~8·······2·4!ff:3 ·····247"1':5-······························_···········"':.0:81'81 " " - .
····· ..17io3'iii6 ·· ··· 43:6· Z49ii:2 ··..··..·251'2:0 ·····'iiilii0"7 ···240fii-··············-·····~:70ii6 ,................... .
·······1"6io~,96 ·..·..· 42:6' ·..·1·777:5 ·..·..·..'7·85:'9 ..·····'1"74(;:5 ·····"1"748:7-······························_·············':.ij:4704 .
··19"i03/96·············4'4:3" ······..i·03·3:7 · 10'40:0' · 'i'535·.'3 i"54T:ii-·· ..·························-···· ..··~:42iiii···............. .
·······2oRi3/96 ·············4"1':2"·······1·592:9 ·········168il· · ·i·610.'5 ·..·..i'616.'6· ·..·..· ·······..··············~j877 . .
·:ifi03/9ii ···········42:i1···aOs:s·········ii"iU ·········785:i· ········7S0.'6 • · ·:'O:70Z6 .
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